Chat Notes: ECE CoP on 28 September 20
00:51:10

Peggy Dodge:
College of Marin lab school is open. Two classrooms of 6 children
each with two teachers. Still not sure if I will be able to place student teachers
there in the Spring

00:51:28

Nadiyah Taylor : the lab at Las Positas opened in mid September. it’s going well in
terms of the children. We are working to get back to having student observations

00:51:42

Rachel Johnson: We are closed thru the spring

00:51:42

Angela Lucero:

00:52:09

Cathi Miller (she/her) Santa Monica College:

00:52:14

Rachel Johnson: https://www.ecefacultycollective.com/

00:52:21

Rachel Johnson: I am using videos in the video libraries from here

00:52:34

Rachel Johnson: and from videos we had from previous semesters.

00:52:43

Kathleen White: Rachel’s website above has access to the videos and canvas shell
info..

00:52:58

Maria Adams:

00:53:06

Megan Pronovost:
Fresno State is virtual until Spring and students will not be
allowed in the lab school

00:53:08

Rachel Johnson: https://www.ecefacultycollective.com/

00:53:21

Rachel Johnson: There is a video resource from ACCESS for ECE and they have
special needs videos

00:53:39

Kathleen White: CCSF will most likely be all virtual in the Spring… lab schools are
not yet open..date of opening unknown..

00:54:49

Nadiyah Taylor : the whiteboard is a great idea. I don’t have access to something
like right now but have been using the whiteboard feature in Zoom

00:55:35

Michelle St Germaine:

00:55:35

Deanna Hall:
Nadiyah, I haven't used the whiteboard feature in Zoom but have
been curious about how it works. How has it been for you?

00:55:52

Laurie A Campbell:
Nadiyah - I have used that feature in zoom too, but enjoy
the actual writing. My other thought was to get those giant post it pages to use

00:56:10

Cathi Miller (she/her) Santa Monica College: Has anyone had issues with privacy
on Zoom classes? Parents of college students eavesdropping?

00:56:24

Nadiyah Taylor : I would agree with comment from Laura’

00:56:28

Melissa Ysais:

Cathi, YES

00:56:41

Melissa Ysais:

and spouses

Can you share where you are getting your observation videos.
SMC is virtual through Spring

We need move videos of children with special needs/disabilities.

I cant hear lila

00:56:46

Nadiyah Taylor : it’s not quite as dynamic as real time writing on the board

00:56:46

Birgit Monks:

00:57:18

Cathi Miller (she/her) Santa Monica College: Even so, if someone else is in the
room with the student, they can hear what’s being said.

00:57:44

Cathi Miller (she/her) Santa Monica College: Also, I have a student who is stuck at
home with an abusive husband. She used to come to class and we’d talk honestly,
but now we can’t.

00:57:46

Lisa Fuller:
I totally eavesdropped when my son was taking his classes - he's
21 and attending WSU, Kansas. I appreciated being able to listen to the lectures
with him and then follow up and discuss what he was learning

00:57:51

Kathleen White: Privacy is an issue with everyone…children hearing adult content,
parents listening to college and dual-enrollment students, faculty hearing
background conversations and seeing more than imagined!!

00:57:52

Deanna Hall:
My husband is also a teacher (high school English). He decided to
invest in an actual Whiteboard (4 x 8 foot) and put on the wall in his study. Best
$100 investment for him.

00:58:08

Deanna Hall:

Agreed Kathleen.

00:58:51

Maria Adams:

I have a white board too, my college actually paid for it.

00:58:52

Angela Lucero:

Thank You Rachel. That will help.

00:58:56

Cathi Miller (she/her) Santa Monica College: I understand that privacy is an issue
with everyone; I’m describing FERPA concerns as the technology is far ahead of the
legislations.

00:59:17

Lila Snow: when students are having traumatic experiences online, like coming in
crying, like being yelled at, I try to not ignore it. sometimes the student wants to be
left alone but more often they want and are relieved by the support.

00:59:39

Cathi Miller (she/her) Santa Monica College:
us to discuss.

00:59:49

Kathleen White: Agreed..FERPA and this virtual co-learning environment are not
aligned…

00:59:52

Lila Snow: sorry for those who could not hear me. significant computer issues this
week.

01:00:39

Cathi Miller (she/her) Santa Monica College:
copy this.

01:00:42

Jean Gallagher-Heil:
Breakout rooms are also a real help for students during
synchronous class time since we all get to move away from the screen of so many
and into a smaller group where they get to share and even laugh (hopefully).

01:00:46

Rachel Johnson: Lila and Cathi...do we need to have a coffee chat about this?

We have a waiting room and a password

Lila, this sounds like a good topic for

Great idea, Wendy! I’m going to

01:01:06

Cathi Miller (she/her) Santa Monica College: I think that’s a great idea, Rachel.
Supporting students virtually is a whole new ballgame.

01:01:11

Kathleen White: Take a look at the Children’s Internet Safety act… were difficult to
comply with the current “mixed use” environments..

01:01:11

Laurie A Campbell:
As students are entering I started playing music softly this
week. I also asked them to enter into the chat box a rating of 1-5 on how they were
feeling emotionally and then one sentence to explain why. Most rated themselves
at a 2 or 3, and stated being tired and feeling overwhelmed as the reasons. It was
nice to give them a time to express this.

01:01:21

Birgit Monks:

01:01:27

Lila Snow: good idea Cathi and Rachel

01:01:35

Nadiyah Taylor : I think our union is currently getting guidance on FERPA and
video.

01:01:47

Melissa Ysais:
online.

01:02:09

Wendy Ruiz:
@Laurie I love having music during our zooms. And using the
rating scale to check in

01:02:10

Melissa Ysais:

01:02:21

Cathi Miller (she/her) Santa Monica College:

01:02:49

Cathi Miller (she/her) Santa Monica College: My PhD class was talking about
FERPA and Zoom. There is a lot to think about.

01:02:50

Elmida Baghdaserians: Each of us has been using strategies to support our
students

01:03:04

Melissa Ysais:
Nope....it is either random or I ask the students what they would
like to hear. I play 50's, 60's,70's , Broadway, etc

01:03:16

Elmida Baghdaserians: perhaps we can start a padlet to share our strategies

01:03:30

Elmida Baghdaserians: we can share the wealth

01:03:37

Birgit Monks:

01:04:15

Cathi Miller (she/her) Santa Monica College: I encourage students to turn on
their camera when we break into small groups. I don’t require it. Most of them
agree.

01:04:47

Melissa Ysais:

01:04:53

Cathi Miller (she/her) Santa Monica College:

01:04:58

Elmida Baghdaserians: great point Toni

01:05:21

Wendy Ruiz:

Students love breakout rooms

I play music before the start of all of my classes either f2f or

You can always find my class by listening for the music.
Melissa, do you have a playlist?

Great idea, thank you

But most have smart phones

Fun Gina :)

@ Melissa, yes

01:05:33

Cathi Miller (she/her) Santa Monica College: You can generate a Zoom report
that lists how long each student was on class.

01:05:33

Trish Doelitzsch: I ask questions with simple answers throughout the lecture,
asking students to put into the chat box. They cannot miss more than 2 “quick
answers”, in order to get full participation

01:05:34

Maria Adams:

01:05:49

Trish Doelitzsch: “Quick answers” happen randomly throughout the lecture

01:09:01

Peggy Dodge:

01:10:32

Rachel Johnson: https://padlet.com/rajohnson25/ns89hbrqc2sfsdb9

01:10:44

Rachel Johnson: Here is a padlet board for everyone to start posting and
brainstorming

01:12:44

Cathi Miller (she/her) Santa Monica College:

01:14:21

Oona Fontanella-Nothom:
Sorry, I’ve got another meeting starting in a few….
Thanks for the great discussion and information today.

01:14:25

Peggy Dodge:
Their priorities are fine but seem to have been developed out of
the context of todays programs

01:15:24

Toni Isaacs:

Thanks Everyone! I have to go to another meeting!

01:15:34

Kellie Barnett:

Thank you so much!!

01:16:11

Nadiyah Taylor : thank you for your advocacy!

01:20:44

Melissa Ysais:
I have students in my zoom office hours waiting room....early
birds....I need to go....sorry

01:21:10

Rachel Johnson:

Still an equity issue, some students don't have smart phones
What do they think is broken about mentor program now?

Thanks, Rachel!
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01:21:23

Rachel Johnson: https://padlet.com/rajohnson25/ns89hbrqc2sfsdb9

01:21:30

Rachel Johnson: Padlet board for brainstorming

01:21:40

Peggy Dodge:

01:22:08

Rachel Johnson: Of course Peggy!

01:22:24

Laurie A Campbell:

Thanks for addressing my concerns
Thank you Rachel for the links!!!

01:24:37

Elmida Baghdaserians: love the site Rachel

01:24:59

Rachel Johnson: Thank you Elmida!

01:25:01

Elmida Baghdaserians: anytime I’m stuck I go to it - great resources

01:25:13

Lea Martinez:

01:26:04

Rachel Johnson: Please share all these resources with your colleagues!

01:27:02

Claire Boss:

01:29:06

Rachel Johnson: Wonderful Claire!

01:29:46

Jodi Morinaka:

01:30:09

Cathi Miller (she/her) Santa Monica College:
meeting; thanks, everyone!

01:31:06

Rachel Johnson:

Still here
Learning Stories-I will be presenting with my students!
what was the website again for the la one?
Have to jump off for another
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01:31:12

Kellie Barnett:

Wonderful video

01:31:38

monica juarez:

Can you add the teach for the bay registration link?

01:32:10

Jacqueline Williams:

01:32:26

monica juarez:

01:33:27

Kathleen White: www.forthebay.com

01:33:41

Kathleen White: www.teachforthebay.com ..sorry!!

01:33:46

Lea Martinez:

www.teachforthebay.com

01:34:12

Lea Martinez:

www.teachlarc.org

01:34:19

Laurie A Campbell:
On the teach for the bay website, how do we register for
the conference? I can't find that

01:34:30

Kathleen White: Thank you also to Lea for her skills and expertise and sharing with
NORCAL!

01:34:44

A Leon:

will there be certificates of attendance

Found it above!

Absolutely!!

01:34:45

gina peterson:

YES YES YES video library is a MUST!!!

01:34:58

Angela Lucero:

Yes, that would be great!

01:35:10

Lisa Fuller:
shells for OERs

Perhaps tie in with the CAP courses that already have Canvas

01:35:14

Dana Van Sinden:
great!

01:35:17

Nadiyah Taylor : yes to all ideas!

01:35:22

Kellie Barnett:

Yes I would love a Canvas Shell Resources

01:35:26

Maria Adams:

Yes, we need videos :)

01:35:26

Lea Martinez:

Recordings for both BAY and LA event will be in our websites.

01:35:30

Elmida Baghdaserians: which conference needed presenters ?

01:35:39

Elmida Baghdaserians: deadline tonight ?

01:36:23

A Leon:

01:36:36

Lea Martinez:
That would be the LA event. Please e-mail me at
lmartinez@riohondo.edu I can forward the guidelines and workshop submission for
to you.

01:36:57

Lea Martinez:

Sorry, "to you"

01:37:13

Lea Martinez:

@Elmida

01:37:22

Kathleen White: www.teachforthebay.com - registration is by workshop… each
workshop has it’s own reg.

01:37:35

Joy Foster:

01:38:06

Jean Gallagher-Heil:

01:38:42

Joy Foster:

01:38:56

Jodi Morinaka: what about video walk throughs of open centers that could be
used for observations of environments. There would be no need for children to be
present just being able to see environment set ups.

01:39:07

Rachel Johnson: Build the video library in with the canvas CAP classes

01:39:08

Kathleen White: LA needs presenters… due today…

01:39:36

Rachel Johnson: Videos of classrooms with no commentary

01:39:39

Kathleen White: SF Bay Region Conference starts Monday.. too late to present..but
please join in!!!

01:40:40

Wendy Ruiz:
I am working on creating videos with my program, including raw
footage without commentary. I will be happy to share them

01:40:47

Lisa Fuller:

Yes! All the various video libraries in one place would be

0-5 in canvas shell would be awesome!

turn the pages to the workshop...then click the blue button
Yes, high quality 0-5 videos are needed…

I love finding videos on the same child.

Cerro Coso lab school teachers are open to be interviewed and

videoed - we are getting ready for Swivl, but it hasn't arrived yet.
01:41:04

monica juarez:

When is the next meeting?

01:41:49

Deanna Hall:

Permissions and confidentiality issues?

01:41:59

Nadiyah Taylor : I think the director at my college would be willing too. Her email is
amlopez@laspositascollege.edu

01:42:44

Kathy Kotowski: Thank you Wendy and Lisa!

01:42:47

Angela Lucero:

01:42:52

Ida Cross: Thanks everyone! :)

01:42:53

Jodi Morinaka:

thank you

01:42:57

Maria Adams:

Thank you!

01:43:00

Trish Doelitzsch: Thank you!

01:43:02

Joy Foster:

01:43:05

Dana Van Sinden:

01:43:05

Claire Koukoutsakis:
Thank you for all of work to support all of us and
encouraging collaboration

01:43:05

Landi Ehnle:

01:43:08

Michelle St Germaine:

01:43:10

Kathy Kotowski: Thank you Nadiayah

01:43:10

T. Sanchez (she/her):

01:43:11

gina peterson:

01:43:12

Laurie A Campbell:
'regular' work!

01:43:13

Nadiyah Taylor : thank you, these calls are so great. you all are awesome

01:43:13

Jean Gallagher-Heil:

01:43:15

Kathleen White: Thank you too Rachel!!

01:43:16

La Tanga Hardy: Thank you

01:43:17

Kellie Barnett:

01:43:17

Susan Ferguson: Thanks Everyone!!

01:43:20

Lea Martinez:

Thank you!!!

01:43:21

Joy Foster:

Havin you all here is great support

01:43:29

Ana Gutierrez:

thank you

Thank You great resources.

Thankyou!
Thank you for organizing!

thank you!
thank you everyone!
Thank you!!

Awesome work!!
Thank you Rachel for all of your work on top of your

Thank you

Thank you so much

